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INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
Rachael Armistead, Hyne Timber

From biscuits to timber
E

very Production Manager, I expect, has a
story that comes to mind that sums up
their professional experience at that time.
For me, having recently made the switch
from food manufacturing to the timber
industry, I have been reflecting on the
amazing possibilities that can come from
finding the sweet spot between the art and
science of manufacturing.
There is no question of the value in
gaining a deep understanding in how to
manufacture what you are manufacturing –
the art behind your products. Believe it
or not, I could still tell you if the dough of
a certain biscuit had a good chance of
baking to standard just by squeezing it
through my fingers. This understanding,
the artform of how to run product down
a line, has really served me well in previous
roles in my career.
I wish I could tell you the same about
sawmilling. Clearly the sound of the saws,
the smell of the timber and the feel of the
board don’t have the same meaning to me
as they do to many of the team that I work
with. So how to move forward now without
this part of my tool kit?
For me, firstly I have to be OK with the
fact that it’s unlikely I will ever fully master
the art of sawmilling. And as a close second
to this, I also have to understand the
importance of respecting and being
inquisitive with the people that do!
As you would imagine, there are a lot of

incredible people in Hyne and the industry
as a whole, that have mastered the art of
sawmilling. And, just quickly, I should
actually thank the team at Hyne for letting
me get away with calling a log a tree and
a stem, and, I think, (once!) a cant a log and
asking “can you help me understand what
that is actually doing?” probably one too
many times.
But this is my point: I will never have the
experience and in-depth understanding of
sawmilling and fabrication that many in our
team at Hyne do. But if I am OK with this,
and quite happy to genuinely seek to truly
understand what the team can see, its
importance and opportunity – then the art of
manufacturing can still be a big part of my
tool kit – even for an ex-biscuit manufacturer.
Once I know enough to know how things
work and I’m OK with not having all the
answers (but understanding that other
people do) I believe it’s only then that I can
sucessfully apply another part of my tool kit
that has worked so well for me in the past:
Lean thinking and principles.
I use the words ‘thinking’ and ‘principles’

I hope to inspire
people to question
the way we do things.

purposefully. I think it can be easy to fall into
the trap of skipping straight to talking about
implementing Value Stream Mapping, 5S,
Root Cause Analysis – all important Lean
tools - but forget that by far the most
important first step is seeing the value add
of the full team, focusing on how to talk
with, engage with and listen to your teams.
Then Lean tools really come into their
own – to further this conversation, help see
the real problems and how to solve them,
and help individuals and teams achieve.
Perhaps this real conversation with all of our
teams is another part of the ‘art’ of
manufacturing?
What started for me as a career in
biscuits has become one in manufacturing.
At this stage of my career, I hope to inspire
inquisitive and innovative people to question
the way we do things, to continually learn
and improve the ‘art’ of sawmilling, to push
boundaries and change the way we see the
world. I am excited to learn every day from
our team something different about our
industry. I am more excited when I see
the team learn something new they have
been encouraged and supported to bring
to light. And I am even more excited about
helping to bring this together for the full
Hyne team – bringing together that art
from experience and genuine engagement
and empowerment, with the science of
tools, systems and processes to achieve
amazing things.

DON’T MISS AN ISSUE SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
TimberTrader News is the industry’s top resource, including
sector news, profiles on industry personalities and in-depth features.
12 month subscription is only $99.
timbertradernews.com/subscribe or phone on (02) 9439 1955

AUSTRALIA’S MOST RELEVANT AND WELL-LOVED TIMBER INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
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ASSOCIATION NEWS
TTIA
Brian Beecroft
FAIR WORK ANNUAL WAGE
REVIEW
The Fair Work Commission has released
the ninth annual minimum wage review
decision under the Fair Work Act, 2009 on
1 June 2018.
This decision increases the modern award
wage rates by 3.5% and the national
minimum wage from $694.90 per week
to $719.20 per week, or $18.93 per hour,
based on a 38-hour working week. This
constitutes an increase of $24.30 per week
to the weekly rate or 64 cents per hour to
the hourly rate.
Last year’s increase was 3.3%. The
increased rates will take effect from the
first full pay period starting on or after
1 July 2018.
All employers should ensure they meet
the new minimum obligations from 1 July
2018. Please remember, the increase is fully
absorbable into over award payments.
TTIA Members with digests will be sent
new wage summary sheets in due course.
In the meantime, if you have any questions,
please contact the TTIA on (02) 9264 0011.

FAIR WORK INFORMATION
STATEMENT
An updated Fair Work Information Statement
will soon be issued. Employers are
reminded that all new employees need to
be issued with a copy of this document as
soon as possible after commencement of
employment. TTIA Members will be issued
with the updated copy as soon as it is
available.

PHOTO: KRISHNADAS/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

TABMA
Colin Fitzpatrick
WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT
With all the recent media talk and
speculation about the empowerment of
women both politically and commercially,
TABMA Australia is very proud of the fact
that women play a very important role in our
association at the highest levels.
Examples are:
• Financial Controller – Jacqui Fine
• General Manager TABMA Qld, SA and
WA – Alicia Oelkers
www.timbertradernews.com

TABMA is very proud
of the fact that
women play a very
important role in our
association at the
highest levels.
• General Manager TABMA Training – June
Dunleavy
• State Manager NSW – Malynda Price
• State Manager Victoria – Ria Stephenson
• Assistant Accountant – Alissa Mizon
As well, Ebony Tiltins, Melina Marxsen,
Brooke Caracciolo, Tahlia Belotti, Vanessa
Waghorn, Kim Jones and Megan Hurst all
play a significant role within TABMA.
TABMA is also heavily involved in the
Women in Timber and Women in Hardware
forums.
Women’s empowerment is described as
the process in which women expand and
recreate what it is they can be, do and

accomplish. It also refers to the ability for
women to enjoy their right to control and
benefit from resources, assets, income and
their own time as well as the ability to
manage risk and improve their economic
status and wellbeing.
At TABMA Australia there is no ‘glass
ceiling’ or bias and as a timber association
we encourage other related associations and
timber organisations to follow our lead.

VALE BOB FROST
Bob Frost, the founder of Tasman KB,
regrettably passed away over the weekend
of May 5. Bob was a timber industry identity
and served as a TABMA director for 2 terms
between 1992 and 2007. He will be missed.

MGA TMA Timber Merchants
Australia
Ann Sanfey
EMPLOYMENT LAW
MASTERCLASS
It is important that you know and
understand the laws associated with
managing your employees. Members are
invited to attend an MGA TMA
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JULY 2018
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ASSOCIATION UPDATE

EcoWood®-LOSP
Timber with stability and performance!








Treatment does not affect timber dimensions.
Durable against decay and termite damage.
Ideal for high value products where treatment in final shape and
form is required.
Ideal for sensitive applications or where frequent
human contact is expected.
Attractive green coloured structural outdoor timber products.
Can be painted, stained or oiled.

• Decking
• EWP

• Fascia
• Cladding

• Structural Timber
• Machined Timber

• Custom Treatment Available •



www.outdoortimber.com.au




13 000 TREAT (87328)

Tanalised and Ecowood are registered trademarks of Lonza or its subsidiaries used under licence.
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03 8706 1250
© Outdoor Timber 2017

Our seminars are delivered by our
experienced HR & Legal advisors who are
grounded in real-world experience, and who
understand the issues you face and provide
pragmatic actionable advice on how to
overcome them.
Employment Law is a dynamic field, with
legislative decisions and amendments
having a significant impact on workplace
policies and procedures. The Employment
Law seminar will bring employers up to date
with legislative changes focusing particularly
on workplace reform, investigation and
planning for change.
Delegates also have the opportunity to
book a short one on one appointment with
our National Legal Counsel to discuss any
specific workplace matters for your business
at the end of the session.
Courses are run regularly throughout the
year for MGA TMA Timber Merchants
Australia members.
For more details on this and other
training initiatives and courses, visit
timber.asn.au or contact Ann Sanfey,
MGA TMA Membership Manager, at
ann.sanfey@mga.asn.au.
www.timbertradernews.com
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Employment Law is
a dynamic field, with
legislative decisions
and amendments
having a significant
impact on workplaces.

Employment Law Masterclass in major
cities around the country. Our full day legal
seminars are renowned for their thoughtprovoking content and truly exceptional
presenter – Marie Brown (MGA TMA
National Legal Counsel).
The purpose of the seminars is to provide
participants with an overview of
employment law. As an attendee, you will
gain a deep understanding of basic legal
principles of employment. This is combined
with an interactive session that promotes
attendee participation, in order to achieve
a better understanding of the topics that
will be covered.

Key topics included:
• Overview of Employment Law – Fair
Work Act (2009), its objectives and its
role in regulating workplaces; including
the role and function of Fair Work
Commission and the Ombudsman.
• National Employment Standards – an
examination of all the Standards and their
relevance for employers and employees.
• The Award System – General Retail
Award, wages, penalties, rosters. This
will include information about the future
of the award.
• Agreements – covering the role of,
current and the future of agreements.
• Managing employees – dealing with
difficult employees, unfair dismissals,
general protections, sexual harassment
and workplace bullying .
• Superannuation – do you know which
fund for employees and are you up to
date regarding superannuation for juniors.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Brisbane hits heights
The new 25 King office tower
is breaking records.

T

imber records are the theme of the
moment (see page 10). Lendlease has
released images from inside its spectacular
25 King at Brisbane Showgrounds, set to be
the world’s largest timber building by gross
floor area, and Australia’s tallest.
The first of its kind in the Australian
property market, 25 King includes extensive
use of innovative and sustainable building
materials – glulam structural beams and
columns and CLT floors – as well as stateof-the-art technology that will create a

future-ready building
suited to the 11,000
estimated workers who
will occupy the building.
Lendlease has
completed six of 25 King’s
nine levels in less than 12
months – testament to the
benefits of engineered
timber construction. Dale
Connor, CEO, Lendlease Building, says, “25
King is setting a new benchmark within
Australia and internationally for the delivery
of office buildings that are more sustainable
from an environmental perspective while
also delivering cost, time and waste
efficiencies. This is a very compelling
combination.
25 King is Lendlease’s fifth engineered
timber building in Australia and one of
several timber projects the company
currently has underway across the country.
Connor says, “25 King really is the next
generation of sustainability, being carbon
neutral through the construction phase and
completely recyclable at the end of its life.
Compared to a traditional concrete and steel
construction, the pre-formed engineered
timber construction means no waste and an
energy saving of at least 40 per cent.”

The building’s owner, ethical investment
company, Impact Investment Group (IIG),
used the release of the new images to
launch a co-investment opportunity for the
building. Darren Brusnahan, Head of Funds
Management – Real Estate, IIG, says,
“We’re committed to helping move Australia
to a low-carbon future, so we look for
property investments with excellent
potential for environmental sustainability.
“With the engineered timber, we think 25
King will be particularly attractive for tenants
who want to pull together their teams into
the kind of beautiful space that workforces
love. And the Brisbane Showgrounds has
exceptional transport connectivity, with road
hubs, nearby train hubs and bus lines, and a
very fast trip to the airport.”
For more, visit www.impact-group.com.
au/assets/25-king/

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF! If you are launching a product
or your business has an announcement, send it to news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Prime timber talks
When politicians descended
on Kennedy’s Timbers, it
was more than just the
reclaimed wood that shone.

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF KENNEDY’S TIMBER/ WWW.HORSEANDWATER.COM.AU

K

ennedy’s Timbers in north Brisbane is
usually associated with beautiful reclaimed
wood, used in some of the finest architectural
applications around the country. But in late
May, it briefly became a mini-Canberra as the
business bustled with politicians announcing
the millionth job created under the coalition
government, a goal it has met in a shorter
time frame than planned.
Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull was joined
by Luke Howarth, MP for the local seat of
Petrie, and Senator Michaelia Cash, Minister
for Jobs and Innovation. He speculated that
Cherri, a new Kennedy’s employee, could
have been the person who fulfilled the
Coalition government’s promise to create one
million jobs when she was hired in April.
Despite the fluctuations of polls and
parliament, the PM was on firm ground
when it came to timbers. As he invited
journalists’ questions, he added, “And
Michael [Kennedy] will field some questions
on timber, the benefits of eastern and
southern versus northern spotted gum.”
Not one to let a good line pass, Michael
Kennedy jumped in with, “The northern
spotted gum is a better one because it’s
from Queensland.”
To which the PM replied, “This is
Corymbia citriodora … as opposed to
Eucalyptus maculata,” to the impressed
amazement of the workers.
Kennedy’s was an inspired choice, as the
company has grown over the last five years,
benefiting from job targets and tax breaks
put in place by the government. It’s a real
family success story, and one the pollies
were happy to claim a little credit for.
As the PM said, “This is a great example
of a hardworking Australian family business,

www.timbertradernews.com

Above: The PM and Michael Kennedy talking with workers. Top: The politicians enjoyed the yard tour.

the type of business that benefits from the
incentives that we provide with lower taxes
for business, enabling a proprietor like
Michael to invest more and to grow. And it’s
a fascinating one – taking old timber out of
old bridges, wharves and warehousing and
giving it a new life.”
Local MP Luke Howarth has a connection
to the team at Kennedy’s through their
community work. He spoke of the company’s
success: “They’re a local business. The sort

of business that is employing Australians not
just here in Petrie, but right across Australia.
We’ve seen record jobs growth in businesses
this size under $50 million turnover since the
Government has cut company tax.
“And I want to personally thank all the
team at Kennedy’s Timbers for the work
that they do in this electorate. They
employed a young man, Mark, who was
unemployed for some time and he came to
one of my job seeker bootcamps and
Michael put him on and he’s now been
working here for two and a half years. We’ve
just had a great chat with him.”
For Michael Kennedy, the day was
important not just in terms of praise and
publicity. “This is a Prime Minister who is
passionate about timber,” he told TTN. “We
shouldn’t hold back in approaching him
where the industry needs the government to
step in. The PM and the federal government
have a track record of strong support for the
environmental and job creation credentials of
Australia’s $8.5 billion timber industry.”
For more, visit www.agriculture.gov.au or
www.kennedystimbers.com.au
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JULY 2018
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Mjøstårnet is revolutionising Norwegians’ understanding of
timber construction.

I

n February, TTN featured Mjøstårnet, the
(currently under construction) tallest alltimber tower in the world. Now, as it nears
its completion, the building is changing the
ways Norwegians consider timber as a
building material.
In 1904, a devastating fire in Ålesund, a
port city on the west coast of Norway,
destroyed 850 of the city’s 1100 or so timber
houses, leaving 10,000 people displaced. It

10 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JULY 2018

led to the country’s reformed building laws
emphasising fire safety, which in practice
restricted the use of timber – one of
Norway’s main building materials – in multistorey buildings
However, the advent of engineered
timbers is a game changer for the industry.
“Much has changed since Ålesund burned,”
says CEO Rune Abrahamsen of Moelven
Limtre, the company behind Mjøstårnet’s
construction. “At Moelven we have long
experience building tall and fireproof timber
buildings. The key is in the structure and the
use of glulam beams.”
The glulam structures that make up the
frame of the building have such massive
dimensions that they retain their loadbearing ability in the event of a burnout fire.
“Our fire tests show that glulam acquires
a protective layer of char that denies the fire
the ability to keep going, and it dies out,”
says Even Andersen of Sweco Norge AS,
the company responsible for fire safety in
the building.
Andersen, the main fire safety engineer
on the project, says, “Even after long
exposure to fire, a glulam structure with

such sturdy dimensions as used in
Mjøstårnet, will have a sufficiently great
load-bearing core of fresh wood.
“The structures are also positioned at a
sufficient distance from each other so that a
fire cannot keep going by itself when only
the structures are on fire. This prevents the
building from collapsing, even in the event
of a burnout fire in fittings and furnishing.”

STRUCTURAL SAFETY
The weakest point in the structure in the
event of fire is the steel used for the
connections. The glulam structure therefore
has fire strips to protect the steel sheets
and dowels in the junctions and joints. The
fire strips consist of a material that expands
20 times at 150 degrees Celsius. The strips
protect the steel from the increase in
temperature, close openings and prevent
fire from spreading.
In effect, each individual floor, apartment
and hotel room is designed as a separate
fire cell that will restrict fire from spreading
In burnout tests that were performed by
SP Firetech in Trondheim, Norway, large
glulam columns were put in a furnace to
undergo an ISO-fire for 90 minutes. When
the burners were shut off the glulam
continued to char a little more. After several
hours, the temperature in all columns was
declining and the burning stopped. This
supports the design premise that the large
www.timbertradernews.com
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Fire proofing timber towers

NEWS IN BRIEF
glulam columns will self-extinguish and
prevent a building collapse.
Additionally, Mjøstårnet has a state-of-theart sprinkler system that covers the building
inside and out. It differs from a traditional
sprinkler system in that it is scaled to
provide a greater water volume and has an
independent extra water supply, as well as a
greater degree of monitoring.
Visible wood in escape routes as well as
internal walls in the main staircase and
elevators all have fire retardant painting.
Exposed walls in the escape staircase are
covered with plasterboard to increase their
fire safety. There is Firestop in the façade to
prevent fire from spreading upwards, and
cavities in the façade are broken on each floor.
When it comes to robustness the
structure is designed to sustain the loss of
the horizontal stiffness of one timber floor. It
can also carry the impact load of a timber
deck falling down on the floor below.
“Our tests and calculations show that
Mjøstårnet will not collapse, even after a
severe fire,” says Andersen.
He adds, “In Norway, it’s rare that a fire
safety engineer is included throughout the
entire process of constructing a building.”
But on this project he has been involved
since an early planning stage and still
frequently takes calls from the site to clarify

“Our tests
show that
Mjøstånet
will not
collapse,
even after a
severe fire.”

Above: Even Andersen of Sweco Norge AS, the main fire safety engineer on the project.

details on fire safety. “I always tell them to
call if they’re unsure and that I’m happy to
answer. It helps me sleep better at night.”
The success of Mjøstårnet will change the
future of the timber industry in Norway as
more tall buildings make use of this
abundant natural resource and thriving
industry. Andersen is certain the memories
of Ålesund can now be laid to rest. He says,

“The fire safety measures that have been
implemented in Mjøstårnet make the timber
building far safer than a corresponding
building with a traditional steel and concrete
structure. Mjøstårnet is one of the safest
buildings along lake Mjøsa, and can
withstand even an extensive fire.”
For more details, visit www.moelven.
com/Products-and-services/Mjostarnet/

INTRODUCING THE NEW
“H3” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD &
“H2” TRUCORE TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD
ALL NOW IN STOCK!
DISTRIBUTORS OF:

Supa17/F17KD Hardwood & Supalam F17 KD Hardwood

ALSO:

Tas Oak & Vic Ash Flooring, Archs, Square Dressed Boards,
Door Jamb Sets, Lining, Cladding and Decking.

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

43-45 Overseas Drive
Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777
Fax: (03) 9701 2677

Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
www.timbertradernews.com
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Logo goes gold
Responsible Wood wins in
international brand contest

T

Above from left: Scott Nargar of Hyundai Motor Company Australia, Claire Johnson of Hydrogen Mobility
Australia, John Alexander MP and Tony Fagg.

Clean and green
New hydrogen-powered
forklifts represent reliability
as well as sustainability.

H

yster hydrogen-powered forklifts were
recently demonstrated in Australia. Tony
Fagg, Hyster-Yale Asia-Pacific managing
director, hosted the event at Hyundai Motor
Company Australia’s hydrogen refuelling
installation. He said, “These new hardworking forklifts comprise a productiontested Hyster range that complements our
existing ranges and is backed by the
distribution and technical resources of
Hyster-Yale Group.”
These machines combine the
performance and refuelling speed of typical
conventionally powered forklifts with the
sustainability of electric motors. Using
hydrogen as a power source means
refuelling can take place in as little as three
minutes, as opposed to up to eight hours for
a battery-operated forklift. The fuel cell’s
storage tank is fuelled via a hose from a
hydrogen dispenser in exactly the same
manner as petrol or diesel refuelling.

The new branding
strategy has been
widely acclaimed.
Above: Hyster-Yale hydrogen-powered forklift

12 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JULY 2018

A chemical reaction with oxygen in the
cell produces electricity, which powers the
electric motor that drives the vehicle. The
process is very clean since, unlike a
conventional fossil fuel engine, a fuel cell
doesn’t burn the hydrogen. Instead, it’s
fused chemically with oxygen to produce
electricity and water – the vehicle’s primary
emission. Quick and green, it’s an ideal
technology for businesses looking to mix
sustainability with convenience.

FUTURE PLANS
Although the forklifts are currently only
available in the US and Canada, Hyster is
looking to introduce them to the Asia Pacific
region.
Fagg says, “The new hydrogen-powered
forklift trucks are aimed particularly at
companies seeking the ultimate combination
of environmentally harmonious indoor and
outdoor performance, without having to
interrupt production cycles or have vehicles
out of service for lengthy charging or battery
changing. These benefits will extend to a
wide range of materials handling operations,
where productivity is a vital element in
maintaining a competitive edge.”
The forklifts use high-performance, fastfuelled Nuvera fuel cell systems, which are
designed and built to provide customer
return on investment over the lifecycle of
the product. In addition to the environmental
benefits of the technology, the system
provides a safer product for workers, with
less exposure to toxic fumes and fire
hazards, and a vastly superior whole-of-life
waste profile.
Requirements essential to the success of
the use of this technology include a steady,
cost-effective supply of hydrogen, which can
be delivered or generated on-site, employing
a fleet dispenser system such as HysterYale’s Nuvera system.
For more details, visit www.hyster.com
www.timbertradernews.com
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he industry welcomed Australian
Forestry Standard’s name change to
Responsible Wood in November last
year. Now this consumer-focused
strategy has been rewarded with best
brand and best design agency in the
Oceania region in the 5th International
Best Brands contest, which honours
excellence in design around the world.
The new branding strategy has been
widely acclaimed by all sections of the
forest and forest products industry,
including architects, designers,
specifiers and builders.
“The campaign is moving forward,
raising the profile of the organisation and
delivering greater benefits for those who
participate in the Responsible Wood
system,” said Simon Dorries, CEO.
“Responsible Wood activities are
mounting as acceptance of our
sustainability and certification
credentials widen and a round of major
standards revisions gets under way.”
Mr Dorries said the revised standards
would introduce new opportunities for
innovation and technology in the sector
where there was a genuine acceptance
of the advantages of certified wood
products.
Responsible Wood brand designer
Gary Schmidt, a director at Loa
Branding, said, “We’re extremely proud
of the process we shared, and outcome
we arrived at – a symbol showing
timber being protected, transformed
and renewed, in a timeless form that
suggests authority and strength.
“We couldn’t be prouder that the
Responsible Wood brand has received
this international recognition. It really
is a wonderful reflection of the
organisation’s commitment to the
industry,” he added.
For more, visit responsiblewood.org.au

Aspire.

Evan Dunstone’s Cataract Rocker in Branch 95 Briar Oak and Northern Silky Oak.

When timber is meticulously selected,
lovingly used, all greatness aspires.
Branch 95 is a leading Australian native timber provider of rare speciality timbers. Offering a unique
range of specialty timbers that have been thoughtfully and sustainability selected from Far North
Queensland and brought to market.
Its production is sold as feature timbers to the furniture and joinery, flooring, cladding and decking
markets. The Aspire range features eleven speciality timbers , each offering their own unique grain,
colour and character, solitude and great beauty. When planning your next project choose Branch 95 your new provider of quality Australian speciality timbers.
Visit the website to learn more about Branch 95 timbers.

branch95.com.au

Proudly distributed by Britton Timbers
Victoria 03 8769 7111

NSW 02 8783 9900

QLD 07 3888 3351
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Paid in full
The national Review of
Security Payment Laws
contains business-friendly
recommendations.

I

n late May the government released the
national Review of Security Payments, a
382-page document that represents a year’s
work by John Murray AM with assistance
from the Australian Government Department
of Jobs and Small Business.
Minister for Small and Family Business,
the Workplace and Deregulation, Craig
Laundy said the Government commissioned
the review to look at protections for
individuals and small businesses involved in
subcontracting in the building and
construction industry.
“For these operators, delayed and
disputed payments can make or break
them,” Minister Laundy said.
The Government acknowledged that some
states and territories had taken steps in the
right direction on security of payments.
However, with payments on average 26.4
days late and the construction industry in
Australia accounting for 20 to 25 per cent of
all insolvencies more needed to be done to
protect subcontractors and small
businesses.
An extensive process of targeted face-toface consultations was conducted with key
stakeholders across all levels of
governments, business, unions and other
relevant interested parties throughout the
first half of 2017, including construction
industry unions; peak trade associations and
industry bodies, representing both head
contractors and subcontractors; state and
territory regulators and officials; members of
the judiciary representatives of authorised
nominating authorities (ANAs) and senior
adjudicators; senior legal practitioners; and
leading academics.
This led to the production of an Issues
Paper that set out the matters for discussion
during the targeted consultations. A process
of targeted face-to-face consultations was
chosen over a general public consultation
that relied only on written submissions as
the Reviewer considered it to be more
effective in generating detailed responses
on what are generally considered to be
highly technical issues.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The resulting report contains 86
recommendations to improve consistency in
security of payment legislation and enhance
protections to ensure subcontractors get
paid on time for work they have done,
14 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JULY 2018

Review of Security
of Payment Laws
Building Trust and Harmony

J Murray AM
December 2017

regardless of which state or territory they
operate in.
Recommendations include the
implementation of a deemed statutory trust
model to be applied to all parts of the
contractual payment chain for construction
projects over $1 million, plus a program of
industry-wide education and training.
Key amongst these is the
recommendation to make security of
payment laws nationally consistent with
what is commonly known as the East Coast
model, which is modelled on the NSW
security of payment legislation.
Accordingly, the Australian Government is
working with the states and territories
through the Building Ministers’ Forum (BMF)
to consider and respond to the findings and
recommendations of the Review.

BROAD SUPPORT
Reaction to the report has been broadly
positive across the industry. Kate Carnell,
the Australian Small Business and Family
Enterprise Ombudsman, says she supports
the recommendations to improve
consistency in the legislation and enhance
protections.
“We know the construction industry has
a track record of poor payment practices and
insolvency,” Carnell said.
“The review confirms that the very
structure of the industry pushes risk further
down the supply chain, often to small
business subcontractors, and things need
to change. It’s important that all parties
involved in the contractual chain are
protected, not just the first layer of
subcontractors.”

As happens occasionally, the CFMEU was
in chorus with Carnell. Dave Noonan, the
union’s National Construction Secretary said
subcontractors and employees often go
unpaid when builders go into liquidation. It
occurs around Australia, and it is a major
problem for small business and workers.
“When clients pay builders on progress
claims, builders are meant to pay
subcontractors,” Noonan said. “However,
builders basically treat that money as
their own, and often don’t pay their
subcontractor.
“When funds are held in statutory trusts,
it is harder for builders to screw over their
subcontractors, and the workers they
employ,” Noonan added.
Carnell’s language was more measured.
“We know that a lack of cash flow is the
leading cause of business insolvency. We
have also seen first-hand issues such as
competitive pressure on tender price, short
time frames to complete projects, lack of
due diligence, untrue sworn statutory
declarations and business owners who are
often unaware of, or do not understand,
dispute processes,” she said.
“It makes sense to implement the
statutory trust, in a standard industry
format, that is transparent and of little cost
to the contracted entity.”
Master Builders Australia stated that they
welcomed the release of the report. CEO
Denita Wawn said, “Everybody who is
entitled to be paid, should be paid. Security
of Payment is a vital function as it protects
all building industry participants and ensures
that businesses, and therefore their
workers, get paid.”
She added, “Master Builders has long
supported the goal of greater uniformity and
consistency of Security of Payment law
across the states and territories to increase
industry understanding, clarify uncertainty,
reduce complexity and boost payment
compliance outcomes.” But warned, “The
history of Security of Payment law shows
that more regulation does not always mean
better outcomes on the ground, particularly
for small subcontractors.”
Master Builders will be discussing all
of the report’s recommendations with its
32,000 members across the country. The
statement from Wawn said, “Naturally there
will be a range of views given the existing
differences from one jurisdiction to the next,
and we hope the focus can be on finding
common ground.”
For more details and the full report, visit
www.jobs.gov.au/review-securitypayment-laws

Want the full story? Subscribe to the TimberTrader News fortnightly e-news
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Eye in the sky
A German company is developing a
‘guardian angel’ for foresters.

The drones used as part
of the surveys.

amburg-based drone and software
company Skylab has combined clever
drone technology with a sophisticated,
adaptable algorithm to help foresters detect
sick and infested trees early; stopping the
spread of problems such as destructive bark
beetles before they take hold of large
swathes of forest.
As Skylab describes the process on its
website: “Plants absorb and reflect sunlight
at different wavelengths. A healthy leaf
absorbs most of the blue and red light but it
reflects more green light (hence it appears
green in our eyes) and significantly more in
the infrared area of the spectrum. A
stressed plant has a reduced chlorophyll
activity and hence it reflects more light
across the spectrum, but it absorbs a little
more in the near-infrared band. Special
multispectral drone cameras such as the
Parrot Sequoia can record this phenomenon
and provide the basis for calculating a range
of specific plant vitality indices.”
The project has been developed in
conjunction with the Nordwestdeutsche
Forstliche Versuchsanstalt (the forest
research agency of northern Germany). Bark
beetle is a growing problem in conifer
plantations worldwide, driven by the pest’s
enormous growth in habitat thanks to
climate change. Damages are estimated at
around 1 billion euros (A$1.55 billion) per
annum worldwide.
The software consists of machine learning
algorithms that were trained on the data
collected by drones and confirmed by
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ground inspections to the
point where the aerial/
software investigation had
‘learned’ enough to match or
better the accuracy of the
human investigation, with
a vastly increased coverage
at lower cost.

A COMPLEX PROCESS
Once calibrated, the aerial
investigation out-performs
the manual. Stressed trees show up in the
imaging sooner than they become apparent
to visual inspection.
Albrecht von Ruffer, Skylab’s CEO and
founder, describes their work: “We are using
multispectral imaging to calculate different
vegetation indices, we combine this with
various other photogrammetric methods and
statistics to determine if a particular tree is
stressed or not.
“We cannot determine the [precise] cause
of the stress, but in spruce forests it is most
likely water/drought stress or bark beetle,
and if the tree is under drought stress, it is
a prime target for bark beetle. We do our
analysis on an individual tree level, but are
more likely to generate heat maps showing
tiles where infection seems most likely from
our analysis. The GPS signal in the forest is
quite unreliable, so giving foresters
individual [infected] trees to find is likely to
be frustrating.”
Accordingly, the data is used to assign a
specific risk index to each tree/stand of

trees and to target stands for treatment or
preventative harvesting when necessary.

BROAD COVERAGE
Multiple types of data collection are being
used by Skylab as they further develop their
processes. As von Ruffer says, “For our test
projects we are using a standard DJI Inspire 1
multicopter into which we have integrated
the Micasense RedEdge-M multispectral
camera. This can fly approximately 12-15
minutes to cover some 15 hectares.
“For routine missions we are using fixed
wing drones but then Skylab subcontracts
the flight job to professional drone operators
such as Cooper Copter GmbH (Hamburg,
Germany) who have custom designed the
Blackbird drone to fit the Micasense
RedEdge-M and a hi-res Sony RX1 at the
same time. This flies for about one hour and,
depending on flight height, can capture
some 200 hectares per flight, or up to
2000 hectares per day.”
The data captured has uses well beyond
www.timbertradernews.com
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disease detection, including terrain analysis,
tree height modelling, quantification of
losses and precise harvest forecasts.
Moreover, the two components of the aerial
surveys are separate: Skylab can analyse
data collected aerially by other companies,
even that gathered abroad.
As von Ruffer says, “For even larger forest
tracks we are working with plane data. We
are currently working on a 2300-hectare
forest inventory project in Northern Scotland.
Generating inventories, harvest management
plans and yield prediction models to
plantations is an important product for us. We
thus help to optimise the management,
including predicting the optimum time of
harvest to maximise economic gain of
plantation timber. We also provide high-res
data to nature reserve managers monitoring
spatial and temporal changes.
“Our aim is to provide the best possible,
highly efficient and accurate algorithms to
forest owners worldwide. The drone or plane
images are provided by the customer or a
local service provider and uploaded to our
dedicated platform for an automatic analysis.
This way, we can also efficiently cater to
customers in South America or Australia.”

FUTURE SCOPE
With biosecurity concerns on the rise
worldwide, Skylab’s methodology offers
a cost- and time-effective method of forest
management that significantly decreases
risk to both crops and workers.
But von Ruffer knows that drone
surveillance isn’t appropriate for every land
management team. Australian and South
American timber holdings can exceed the
size possible for close investigation, and
some forestry management bodies have
already invested in satellite monitoring.
So von Ruffer and his team are developing
new technologies to work with these
situations. He says, “In order to further scale
up the business, we are aiming to use the
drone as a kind of magnifying glass to
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Above: An aerial bark beetle analysis. Healthy trees show as green, stressed trees as yellow and red.

generate hi-res spot samples which are then
used to calibrate lower-res satellite images.
This way we can extrapolate the drone-based
data to provide detailed forest parameters on
a large scale based on satellite data.”
At the same time, Skylab is working on an
inventory for a eucalyptus plantation in Spain
to develop a yield prediction model that takes
the height as measured by analysis of drone
data to develop a site specific function of
height to diameter at breast height or root
neck. “As the relationship/regression between
the two values is very stable, we will be able
to very precisely make yield predictions of
the current stand,” says von Ruffer

Just as with the current Skylab products,
the interface for data and results will be
available any time, any place, in mobile,
WebGIS and desktop formats (compatible
with all standard GIS and forest-management
tools), allowing for real-time field use, as well
as in-house research and planning.
And the company already has visions
beyond forestry. “We are currently working
on several test projects to apply our bark
beetle methodology to other tree and shrub
crops, particularly orchards and vineyards,”
von Ruffer says.
For more information on the technology,
visit www.skylab.global

13/6/17 11:46 am
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Nanowood insulation
This light, strong, low-carbon
insulation is made entirely
from wood fibres.

R

esearchers from the US University of
Maryland in College Park have developed
nanowood, a skeletal fibre network that
outperforms current insulating materials,
and is also light and cheap to make.
Timber in its natural form conducts heat
through its solid internal structures. While
this conductivity is low compared to steel,
aluminium and glass, it is much higher than
Styrofoam, which is why the latter is often
used to fill cavities in walls to improve the
capacity of timber-framed buildings to stay
cool, or warm, as required. However,
Styrofoam and other polystyrene-based

insulators have significant practical issues:
they are soluble in the presence of many
solvents used in the building industry, are
very slow to biodegrade, and use significant
amounts of energy and non-renewable
resources in their production.
Nanowood is created using a direct
chemical treatment of natural wood followed
by freeze drying. Cheap, simple chemicals
are used to strip away the lignin and
hemicellulose that form the solid ‘glue’ in
timber, leaving a skeletal framework of
cellulose nanofibres. These fibres maintain
their natural, strong parallel arrangement,
but because the solid structures of the
timber have been replaced by air, they
reflect rather than conduct heat.
However, due to the natural alignment of
the remaining cellulose nanofibrils, the
product retains a high compressive strength
of 13MPa in the axial direction and 20MPa in
the transverse direction at 75% strain, which
exceeds other thermal insulation materials,
such as silica and polymer aerogels,
Styrofoam and wool – in most cases with 30
to 50 times the strength. It can be used in
natural timber log sizes, or fabricated at
veneer widths to use as a coating. At veneer
widths the product is also very flexible.
The study’s lead authors, Tian Li, Jianwei
Song, Xinpeng Zhao and Zhi Yang emphasise
the attractiveness of the product for broader
industrial development, with features
including ready biodegradability, abundant
natural material and low mass density added
to its technical advantages.

Above: Nanowood is composed of aligned cellulose arrays derived from natural wood.
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Nanowood isn’t the only timber insulation
product on the cards. In recent years,
research has been conducted at the
Fraunhofer Institute for Wood Research into
wood foam insulation, but this product is
made up of ground timber and its fibres sit
in random patterns within the foam, making
it slightly less effective in terms of insulation
and significantly less strong, though it can
be sprayed in some applications where
nanowood isn’t a natural fit.
While neither product is yet available on
commercial release, both represent
significant opportunities. Nanowood in
www.timbertradernews.com
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Right: The lignin content and appearances between
chemical processes.

Nanowood is made
using processes
compatible with
existing timber and
paper industry
infrastructure.
particular is constructed using manufacturing
processes that are compatible with existing
timber and paper industry infrastructure.
Timber species with highly aligned fibrils are
appropriate for the processes, and the
technologies required to create nanowood
from timber are not prohibitively
sophisticated. The resulting products are
very emissions friendly and represent
growth opportunities for forestry producers
and existing timber and paper manufacturers
as well as quality alternatives for builders
and building designers.
Like most natural fibre insulation materials,
both nanowood and wood foam insulation
have some degree of naturally limiting
flammability, with a propensity to smoulder
for a time before any flames are partly selfextinguished. Currently available fire
retardants can be applied during manufacture
to both products, and new fire limiting
technologies based on coatings such as

graphene (see TTN No 381, April 2018) are
also compatible.
For further details on nanowood, read
‘Anisotropic, lightweight, strong, and super

Why not try

thermally insulating nanowood with naturally
aligned nanocellulose’ in Science Advances,
09 Mar 2018: Vol. 4, no. 3. http://advances.
sciencemag.org/content/4/3/eaar3724.full
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Anniversary
expansion
W

hen Combilift began 20 years ago, it
was with three employees and one
product: the world’s first multidirectional allwheel drive IC engine-powered forklift. In
that first year Combilift produced 18 units,
17 of which were exported.
The company has grown enormously over
the two decades since and now has 550
employees and 40,000 units in operation in
over 85 countries. But its success abroad
hasn’t changed; some 98% of products are
currently exported through its 250-strong
international dealer network.
Celebration of the anniversary was
combined with the opening of the new
Combilift Global Headquarters. Built at a
cost of 50 million, the 46,500m2 Global
Headquarters and new manufacturing facility
will allow Combilift to double production and
create 200 new jobs in Monaghan, Ireland,
over the next three years.
Four 90-metre moving assembly lines will
produce a finished truck every 15 minutes.
There are 60 welding bays, two plasma
cutting machines, three paint lines that use
sustainable water-based paints and three
automatic shot blasters to cater for different-

Combilift Queensland’s Chris Littlewood with
Tilling Timber’s Mick Blythe and Deann Atkinson.
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sized products, while 12,000 pallet locations
ensure ample storage space for parts and
components. The facility also includes a
50-seat cinema training room, 5000m² of
office space and a dedicated R&D
Development and Testing Centre.
But even more impressive is the factory’s
sustainability credentials: 23% of its roof
space is covered in skylights, enabling staff
to work in natural daylight. When needed,
artificial lighting is provided through 1100
LED lights with individual sensors. Solar
panels supply 185kW of energy with a
1MW Biomass plant fuelled by recycled
wood (pallets, etc.) to heat the spray booths
and assembly area. Additionally, 110,000
litres of rain water is harvested for use
throughout the facility.

ADAPTABLE SYSTEM
The new facility opening saw a major
gathering of Combilift users from around the
world. Combilift’s Chris Littlewood spoke
with Ian Brooks from TTN about the
company’s impact on Australian timber
businesses, saying, “The most popular
model in the timber industry would be our
Combilift C4000 machine. Both Meyer and
Tilling [who had representatives at the
opening] utilise these machines.
“The Combi-CB is getting a lot of traction
and is a versatile machine – the platform
really does make a difference when moving
the long loads in the timber industry.
“And the Straddle Carrier [Combi SC] is
generating a lot of interest in the timber
industry as it improves speed of loading,
allows prestaging and improves safety by
removing the need for any operator to
access the back of a truck.”
Combilift’s popularity is easily
understandable: its products require
narrower aisle widths than similar systems,
can have mast heights varied to suit
customer needs, have improved safety due
to carrying loads at lower heights, plus
improved speed of truck loading, less
product damage and impressive reliability. A
quality manufacture is backed up by local

factory-trained technicians and a wide
network of back-up technicians.
Combilift’s managing director, Martin
McVicar attributes much of their success to
their ability to match customer needs at
achievable price points thanks to mass
customisation. He says, “Combilift has set
the benchmark for the mass production of
customised innovative products. Mass
customisation is the new frontier for both
the customer and the manufacturer.
Increasingly customers are expecting
products to be tailored to meet their needs.”
McVicar adds, “The flexibility in our new
facility means that Combilift can continue to
accommodate any customer request for a
customised material handling solution.”
And it’s not up to the customer to provide
all the engineering know-how to drive this
customisation. In addition to their machinery,
Combilift offers a free logistic and warehouse
design service called Combi-Connect. “Our
engineers proactively design, plan and
produce solutions in collaboration with our
customers by offering material flow analysis
and 3D animations. We work with customers
to produce warehouse designs to visualise
the capacity potential as well as the optimum
flow of materials on their site.” says McVicar.

NEW MODELS
With growth, has come significant product
www.timbertradernews.com
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Combilift’s new factory has opened in Ireland, with new
products and new capacity.
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Above and right: The new Combilift factory in
Monaghan is set to expand the business.

expansion. As McVicar puts it, “We have
become much more than a forklift
manufacturer and are transforming the
transport and logistics sector with our
innovative, space-spacing products.”
The first 10 years of the company were
focused on long load material handling with
the multidirectional range. The second
decade has seen the focus broaden to
include innovative space-saving warehouse
and heavy load handling products such as
the Aisle Master articulated truck and the
Straddle Carrier (Combi-SC).
Over the last five years, pedestrian
products have joined the range, with the
Combi-WR, Combi-WR4 and the Combi-CS
all incorporating Combilift’s unique patented
multi-positional tiller arm technology.
Two new product announcements were
made on the opening day. The first was
the launch of the Combi-PPT, a high-capacity
powered pallet truck with lift capacities of
3000kg and 6000kg, and models with
capacities of 7000-16,000kg available
on request. It comes with an optional
operator’s platform for stand-on or walk
behind operation.
“There is a growing demand for
www.timbertradernews.com

pedestrian trucks, driven by safety concerns
where customers and/or employees are in
the vicinity of operating forklifts,” McVicar
announced. “It is Combilift’s intention to
significantly expand its pedestrian forklift
range as can be seen with the launch of this
high-lift capacity Combilift Powered Pallet
Truck (Combi-PPT).”
The second announcement was the
Combi-OP, the first purpose-built order picker
on the worldwide market for long products.

This man-up truck features a long platform to
enable the operator to access long products
stored at height. It is fitted with guide rollers
to enable it to operate in existing guided
narrow aisles of just 1.4m.
Both are set to join the suite of successful
products delivered by this customer-focused
brand. Happily, the site of the new
manufacturing facility is a 40-hectare block,
so there’s plenty of room for expansion as
Combilift continues to grow.
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JULY 2018
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Surface stories
When it comes to street
appeal, nothing beats timber
cladding, with performance
qualities that equal its
architectural adaptability.

T

imber cladding is what you think of when
you visualise a classic Australian home,
whether it’s a suburban Queenslander or
the Pritzker Architecture Prize-winning
excellence of Glenn Murcutt’s designs.
But it’s not just tradition that keeps us
returning to this most versatile of materials,
it’s the way timber is perfectly designed for
our country’s varied conditions.
The natural flexibility of timber as a
material stands up to our extremes of
climate and country, whether they be high
winds, driving rains, salt-laden winds, highly

reactive soils, subsidence or even earth
tremors. There are even commonly available
timber claddings made from species rated
to BAL 29 for bushfire danger, without
additional treatment.
This ability to adapt to situations is echoed
by timber’s ability to adapt to different
architectural styles and trends, whether in
profile, in finish, or even with a coating or
colour finish. Able at once to look timeless
and also completely of the moment, timber is
the most versatile cladding material available,
and that’s just the start of its benefits.

“It’s a common misconception that steel is
better than timber from a fire-risk
perspective,” says Michael Kennedy of
Kennedy’s Timbers. His business supplies
high-quality reclaimed and sustainable
architectural timbers around Australia, with
an emphasis on the Queensland market.
“Steel isn’t safer. In fires, if you use a
timber that’s suited for BAL-29 areas – and
there’s a number of those, including spotted
gum and blackbutt, both Class 1 durability
timbers – they will stand up to a fire better
than steel, because steel will buckle and
twist when it gets under heat.”
Steel’s propensity to twist and even melt
under heats commonly reached in bushfires
provides access for ember attacks into the
structure of the house, heightening the risk
of a catastrophic house fire. “Whereas
timber will char,” Kennedy says. “In fact,
there’s a Japanese method – Shou-Sugi-Ban,
or Yakisugi – that actually chars timber, not
to damage it but to preserve it.”
Many timber suppliers now stock a range
of fire resistant timbers and increasingly a
broader range of charred cladding. Timber
screens, battens, posts and so on are also
available in a charred finish to order to
complete the overall design, and custom
profiles made.
Eco Timber’s Charred Timber cladding is
long-term maintenance free and colourfast –
which makes perfect sense, since the colour
is an integral part of the finished timber
Left: Eco Timber’s Charred Timber cladding
has a decidedly dramatic look, but comes with
one of the lowest maintenance requirements of
all cladding types. The char provides a built-in
colour that won’t weather or grey over time, and
contrasts well with other surfaces.
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FIRE-RETARDANT

FEATURE STORY

The natural
flexibility of timber
stands up to our
extremes of climate
and country.

Clockwise from above: Charred Timber
cladding; Sawn-faced recycled cladding from
Kennedy’s Timbers is used to clad posts in this WA
home. Elsewhere in the building the same timber
is used as wall lining; IronAsh shiplap cladding
produced by ASH and built by Orbis Constructions.

www.timbertradernews.com
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“Class 1 durability
species are suitable
for high exposure
applications outside.”
water-based polyurethane to stop the carbon
residue transferring.
The cladding requires a degree of finesse
in its installation, with special black screws
and Black Ash Cutek Timber Protection Oil
used to seal cut ends and conceal any
blemishes made during the installation
process, but it’s a small price to pay for a
product that not only looks as though it has
stepped straight from an episode of Grand
Designs, it also requires very little upkeep.

Above: Premium grade recycled spotted gum
from Kennedy’s Timbers used in a mixed façade.
The wood came from redundant bridge timbers
and power poles. Below: Wembley Golf Course,
designed by Gresley Abas Architects, is clad in
IronAsh from Australian Sustainable Hardwoods.
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board. The charring process creates a carbon
crust that is UV resistant, so won’t ‘silver’ or
‘grey’, as untreated timbers will.
The base timbers for Charred Cladding
include red ironbark, Queensland spotted
gum and blackbutt. There are two depths of
char to choose from: ‘standard’, with its
elegant black finish, or ‘deep’, with a
crackled appearance and they are available
as external boards, pre-oiled with Cutek
CD50, or internal board, sealed with a matte

Of course, not everyone is enticed by the
architectural equivalent of a little black dress.
It is almost impossible, however, to imagine
anyone not wooed by the tactile beauty of
recycled timber. Strong and weathered, this
wood comes with a back story that can add
interest to any new build.
And recycled cladding can come from
some unexpected places, Kennedy says:
“We recut a lot of recycled timber. So the
boards will come in bigger in sections –
perhaps it was bridge timber, or from a
wharf or a power pole. We’ll recut that, dry
it and process it and run it into cladding.”
Timber is graded by finish when it arrives
at Kennedy’s Timbers, so the customer can
choose from finishes that are silky smooth
to those that are rustic and textured. The
most popular species for cladding are
spotted gum, ironbark, blackbutt and
tallowood. “They’re all class 1 durability
species,” says Kennedy, “which are suitable
for high exposure applications outside.”
While timber stands up admirably to the
common Queensland threats of fire, flood
and cyclone, there are smaller, more
insidious enemies about, but Kennedy says
the main cladding species they use are
surprisingly unbothered by termites: “Even
in Queensland, the termites will only eat
them if there’s nothing else to eat. It’s a bit
like brussels sprouts and me. I’ll eat them if
there’s nothing else on the plate, but I’d
rather eat the plate instead.
“They generally don’t require treatment,
particularly the ironbark. For other species, if
they’re going to be in contact with an area
where termites could get to them, you
would take measures. Your standard
treatment and/or termite barriers will ensure
long term optimal performance,” he adds.
www.timbertradernews.com
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RECYCLED BEAUTY

NOTHING BEATS THE
WARMTH OF WOOD
Kennedy’s extensive range of interior and exterior timber cladding options are suitable for all
Australian conditions. High durability timbers such as Spotted Gum, Ironbark, Blackbutt and
Tallowwood provide unique aesthetic appeal and long term superior performance with a broad
selection of widths, thicknesses and finishes, the design possibilities are endless!

FOR YOUR
TIMBER SAMPLE BOX

PLEASE CALL
(07) 3293 0528
OR ORDER ONE
ONLINE

HEAD OFFICE:

228 Potassium Street, Narangba, Queensland 4504
Phone : +61 (07) 3293 0528

MELBOURNE:

45 Fabio Court, Campbellfield, Victoria 3061
Phone : +61 (03) 9359 0300

SYDNEY:

11 Production Avenue, Warragamba, New South Wales 2752
Phone: +61 (02) 4774 2888

WWW.KENNEDYSTIMBERS.COM.AU
f

kennedystimbers

kennedystimbers e sales@kennedystimbers.com.au

FEATURE STORY

Profiles

Rusticated

Splayed
checked and
chamfered

Double
log cabin

Double
teardrop

Ship-lap or
channel

T&G
chamfer

Board and
batten

Timber cladding comes in several standard profiles, the above being the most common.
Not all stockists carry all types, but many can do custom cuts for clients, and further
variation is also possible. While the symmetry of consistent boards is inherently
attractive, combinations of profiles, directions of cladding and types of timber can also
create winning looks.

FINISHES AND FIXINGS

PROFILES AND COMBINATIONS
Alongside the appearance of the timber, the
other major factor in selecting a cladding is
the profile of the cladding itself. The oldfashioned sawn weatherboard profile still
has its adherents (and can be used very
cleverly by a good designer), but most
cladding in the marketplace today comes in
one of the following three profiles: ship-lap,
with its smooth overlapping arrangement;
tongue and groove chamfer, with its tightly
interlocked boards; or board and batten, with
its geometric wave of battens standing
proud of the boards.
Megan Para of Australian Sustainable
Hardwoods (ASH), says, “Our IronAsh
cladding is most popular in a shiplap profile
for exterior cladding.”
IronAsh is one of the most reliably
versatile timber claddings on the market.
Treated to H3 classification (using

IronAsh is one of the
most reliably versatile
timber claddings on
the market.
transparent, water-based additives), it can
be easily cut, stained or painted on site.
The timber comes from sustainably grown
coupes, but despite its high quality, it is
an affordable product for clients who are
keeping an eye on budgets.
For designs that focus on timber, IronAsh
is perfectly matched to ASH’s main interior
product. As Para says, “Our GoodWood
Victorian Ash internal cladding includes
regency VJ lining and a similar shiplap profile
as IronAsh. This allows architects and home

Like any natural product, the appearance of
timber can change over time. As Kennedy
says, “There is an increasing demand for
natural products in building and natural
finishes, so people are letting them grey.
Because our timbers are so durable, you can
let them grey and they’re going to last 25,
up to 40 years as cladding, with you doing
absolutely nothing to them.”
At ASH, most of their timber is supplied
pre-coated. “Our cladding is typically given
a clear coat for protection,” says Para.
“Although there are some projects where
the IronAsh cladding has been left to grey
off. It all comes down to what look the
architect and client are after. Customers
have the option to leave it as is, or to stain it
any colour they desire.”
Kennedy’s Timbers also offers pre-oiling
for customers. Penetrating oils can be
applied clear or with a tint. This style of
product lowers the impact of punishing UV
radiation without affecting the feel of the
timber or giving it a ‘plasticky’ look.
For a little more sheen, transparent film
coatings can be used. These usually have
higher UV coverage and last two to five
times as long as an oil, but are more
complex to apply.
Oiling requires a degree of upkeep.
Kennedy says, “We’ll often apply a preoiling, and then when it gets installed
on-site, they can re-apply oil. After that,
you’d generally apply oil annually to keep
that fresh timber colour.”
Left: Rustic recycled timbers from Kennedy’s
Timbers create an organic surface with colours
that shift constantly under changing light. The
sawn-finish timber is coated with Cutek oil, which
will protect it at the same time as allowing a subtle
ageing of the wood as time passes.
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Sawn
weatherboard

owners to match throughout a space,
ensuring a continuous flow of design from
inside to out.
“It all becomes part of the one organic
look, your Victorian Ash stairs, your wall
lining, screening, and then you walk outside
and it’s the same timber.”
And for those not looking for a soothing
consistency of finish in their building,
IronAsh can also be adapted to provide a
timber accent as part of a mixed façade.
“Often our cladding is mixed with other
surface materials,” says Para. “We’ve seen it
used alongside brick, for example. You don’t
have to stick with one finish for the whole
house, you can use contrasts – it is an
incredibly versatile product to work with.”
In addition to contrasts of material,
cladding can be applied in contrasting
directions to create a sense of play in
a façade or emphasise the directionality
of the architecture.

Once You
Go Black
You Don’t
Go Back!
Eco Timber Group
Charred Timber Cladding Offers:
• Long term maintenance-free colourfast finish
• Class one (1) durability timbers
• BAL 29 Fire Rated
• U.V and mould resistant
• Pre-oiled with Cutek CD50 Extreme
• Internal coating finishes available
• Custom profiles available

For more information about
Eco Timber Group’s
Charred Timber Cladding go to:
www.ecotimbergroup.com.au
Contact:
Ph: 03 9421 6866
Fax: 03 9421 6877
E:
info@ecotimbergroup.com.au

Above: A series of different types of sawnfinished boards combine for a cladding with great
surface interest thanks to the different qualities of
light and colour across the surface.

Cladding installed as directed by the
manufacturer has a remarkably long lifespan,
with basic maintenance.
“In terms of termites and decay, our
IronAsh is an all rounder,” says Para. “We
offer a 25-year warranty against insect
attack and decay. Iron Ash cladding is
suitable for any reputable exterior coatings
to be applied.”
Fixings and installation details are
sometimes overlooked by building
designers, but provide an important part of
the final look, from beads and window
openings to the choice of non-corrosive nails
and other fixings. Some, such as Eco
Timber’s Blackheadz screws, are designed
to disappear into the finished surface and
it’s worth researching options.

TIMBER FOR HEALTH

Timber in buildings
mimics the effect of
spending time outside
in nature.
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While the range of cladding choices available
extends far beyond the scope of this article
and includes engineered timbers, plywood
and compressed wood fibreboards, all
deliver a superior result in terms of
insulation, appearance and durability.
But there’s another factor that’s both
more important and more ephemeral.
Timber is simply better for people. “It’s
true,” says Kennedy. “Not only does timber

look better and store carbon, it’s actually
healthier. Planet Ark put out their ‘Make It
Wood: Do Your World Some Good’ report
(makeitwood.org), and it talks about the
benefits of using wood in buildings and
what that does to the wellbeing of the
occupants.”
The report outlined the psychological and
physiological benefits of timber in buildings,
which mimics the effect of spending time
outside in nature. It found that offices that
incorporate natural-looking timber finishes
were strongly associated with increased
employee wellbeing and satisfaction, an
effect termed ‘biophilia’. Natural wooden
surfaces led to employees reporting higher
personal productivity, confidence, clarity,
mood and optimism.
As Kennedy succinctly puts the case for
timber surfaces: “We know, for example, if
you put wood in an office building, you have
fewer sick days from the employees in that
building. Purely by putting in wood: doing
nothing else. Now imagine how that could
impact your life if that was also how you
lived at home every day.”
For more information on cladding
choices, visit www.kennedystimbers.
com.au, www.ecotimbergroup.com.au
and vicash.com.au
www.timbertradernews.com
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Next
generation
timber protection.
Protection from the elements well before installation is key in maximising
the service life and performance of timber windows and doors. Developed
in Scandanavia using the latest water based coatings technology, Teknos
timber protection systems are specially designed for industrial application
ensuring finishes of the highest quality and standard.

To find out how a Teknos timber protection system can be customised
to meet your needs, call 1800 630 285 or visit teknos.com.au.
Teknos is distributed in Australia and New Zealand under licence by Intergrain Timber Finishes.

WATT ABOUT

THE WORKPLACE
with Emma Watt

Superannuation Q&A
A quick guide to the most common super queries.
agreements can choose their
superannuation fund.

CAN THE EMPLOYER CHOOSE THE
FUND?
If an employee fails to provide their
employer with the details of their chosen
superannuation fund, the employer must
remit contributions to a default fund. If the
employee’s work is covered by a modern
award, an employer’s choice of default fund
is likely to be restricted to one of a handful
of funds named in the award.

DO CASUALS GET
SUPERANNUATION?
If a casual employee is paid more than $450
gross in a calendar month, then
superannuation must be paid.
Superannuation is paid on the gross figure
earned for ordinary time, including the
casual loading.

At the time of writing, employers are
required to pay an additional 9.5% of an
employee’s ‘ordinary time earnings’ into a
complying superannuation fund.

IS THE MINIMUM RATE GOING UP?
Superannuation is currently set at 9.5%, and
unless the law changes, will be going up to
10% on 1 July 2021. The current plan is for
minimum compulsory superannuation
contributions to reach 12% by 2025.

CAN THE EMPLOYEE CHOOSE
THEIR FUND?
An employee may be entitled to choose the
fund into which their superannuation is
deposited, provided it is a complying fund.
Where an enterprise agreement covers
the employee, employees may be restricted
in their ability to choose their own
superannuation fund.
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If a casual employee
is paid more than
$450 gross in a
calender month,
super must be paid.
If an enterprise agreement names
a specific fund for contributions, then it
would be a breach of the agreement for
the employer to remit contributions to
another fund.
This is true even if the employee directs
the employer in writing to remit
contributions to an alternative fund.
There is currently legislation before the
federal Senate that will, if passed, mandate
that employees covered by enterprise

DO JUNIORS GET
SUPERANNUATION?
Any employee under 18 years old must work
at least 30 hours per week to be paid
superannuation. Employees who are 18-20
years old (still juniors under the Timber
Industry Award 2010) are entitled to
superannuation regardless of the number of
hours they work per week, provided they
earn at least $450 gross in a calendar month.

HOW OFTEN DOES AN EMPLOYER
HAVE TO MAKE CONTRIBUTIONS?
At a minimum, superannuation must be
remitted to the fund at least quarterly.

DO SUPERANNUATION
CONTRIBUTIONS HAVE TO BE
SHOWN ON PAYSLIPS?
Yes, superannuation contributions, and the
details of the fund into which the
contributions are to be paid, must be
displayed on payslips.
www.timbertradernews.com
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HOW MUCH SUPERANNUATION IS
PAYABLE?

WATT ABOUT THE WORKPLACE

WHAT’S ‘ORDINARY TIME
EARNINGS’?
Anything that an employee is paid that
relates to their ordinary time work is usually
superable. For more information, look at
Superannuation Guarantee Ruling 2009/2,
which explains in detail the meaning of
“ordinary time earnings’.
Superable payments include allowances,
bonuses, loadings (such as loadings for
ordinary time worked on weekends), paid
leave and payment in lieu of notice.
Lump sum payments of leave on
termination of employment, such as accrued
annual leave and long service leave, are not
superable. Overtime payments that are
separately identified as overtime and paid at
a penalty rate are not superable.
An employee who is on workers’
compensation, and is performing work, such
as suitable duties, is entitled to be paid

You must pay a
contractor super if
the contract you
have is principally
for their labour.

superannuation. Superannuation may be
payable to an employee who is on workers’
compensation who is not working; for
example, the Timber Industry Award 2010
requires superannuation to be paid for up to
52 weeks. even if the employee is absent
from work for that time.

ARE PARENTAL LEAVE PAYMENTS
SUPERABLE?
You are not required to pay superannuation
on parental leave payments for which you
have been paid by the government.

ARE REDUNDANCY PAYMENTS
SUPERABLE?
When an employee is made redundant, i.e.
their job isn’t required any more, the
National Employment Standards (and for
small businesses, the Timber Industry Award
2010) require that an employer pay the
employee an amount in addition to notice of
termination of employment. These
redundancy payments are not superable.

CAN AN EMPLOYER OFFER TO PAY
MORE THAN 9.5%?
An employer can agree to pay additional
superannuation, perhaps as part of a salary
arrangement. The 9.5% is a minimum,
although there may be tax implications for
both the employer and the employee if
additional superannuation is paid.

CAN EMPLOYEES ELECT TO
CONTRIBUTE EXTRA TO
SUPERANNUATION FROM
PRE-TAX WAGES?
Generally speaking, yes, employees can
elect to contribute additional superannuation
from pre-tax wages. Again, this will have tax
implications for the employee, who should
seek independent advice.

DO YOU NEED TO PAY
SUPERANNUATION TO
CONTRACTORS?
You must pay a contractor superannuation
if the contract you have with them is
principally for their labour. A contract
is defined as being principally for labour
if more than half of the dollar-value of
the contract is for the contractor’s labour.
This will usually be the case if:
• you pay the contractor either wholly or
principally for their personal labour and
skills; and
• the contractor performs the contractual
work personally; and
• you are not paying the contractor to
achieve a particular result, i.e. you may be
paying them by the hour.
It will pay to have a close look at
arrangements and potential liability with
owner drivers who contract solely to one
entity and are sole traders. Seek
professional guidance if it is unclear.

Emma Watt is an independent industrial relations consultant who has, for more than 20 years, provided advice and
assistance to employers in the timber industry. She has also worked as an unfair dismissal conciliator with the Fair Work
Commission. Emma is very keen to ensure that employers know their rights and obligations, so they can sleep well at night!

Next month in

SAFETY AT WORK
Coming up in the August 2018 issue of Timber
Trader News, a special feature on safety.
• Training, regulations and management
responsibilities for workplace safety.
• New products to help keep you healthy,
from the office to the forest, mill or site.
Does your company want to be a part of this in-depth feature? For advertising your products and services
to our 5000+ readers, contact Julie McConachy on 0409 381 813 or email juliem@paragonmedia.com.au
For editorial opportunities, contact Donyale Harrison on 0417 487 497 or email donyale.harrison@paragonmedia.com.au
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINE: Friday 6 July, 2018.

www.timbertradernews.com
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BRICE ON BOARDS
with Sharon and Ray Brice

Employee or contractor?
T

hirty or 40 years ago most timber
flooring businesses retained staff on
wages, however, over the last 15 to 20
years, changes to industrial awards have
placed additional financial burdens on
businesses and as a result there have been
significant increases in the number of
‘contractors’ engaged across all aspects of
the timber flooring industry.
For many timber flooring businesses,
managing the change in employment awards
has been an evolutionary process and while
the change from a largely employed to
predominantly contractor/subcontractor
workforce has transitioned quite smoothly, it
has given rise to employment arrangements
that leave both the employer/contractor and
the employee/subcontractor at risk of being in
breach of their legal and taxation obligations.
In fairness the nature of employment
across all industry sectors has changed
considerably. The changes have resulted in a
very dynamic workforce; one where many
fulltime employment positions have been
filled by part-time staff and labour hire
personnel, while other roles have been
outsourced to people who identify as being
self employed, working for themselves or
being a contractor.
For employers and contractors alike there
is often some confusion around the concepts
of employee and contractor; which raises the
question who or what is an employee? And
who or what is a contractor? While on the
face of it the answers to these questions
may seem obvious, they can be somewhat
convoluted and misinterpretation can lead to
significant legal and tax consequences.
There are six key factors to be considered
in conjunction with the specifics contained
in the contract of employment when
determining whether a worker is an
employee or a contractor.

ABILITY TO SUBCONTRACT/
DELEGATE
An employee is always an individual, they
may or may not have an ABN and may or may
not submit an invoice for payment of service;
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however, as an employee they can’t delegate
or pay someone else to do their work.
By comparison a ‘contractor’ can “be an
individual, partnership, trust or company that
has a legal and separately identifiable
existence”; when dealing with these types
of business structures the ‘entity’ is always
engaged as a contractor and as such the
business owner/s may choose to do the
work themselves, delegate the work to an
employee or engage a ‘subcontractor’ to do
some or all of the work the entity has
contracted to do.

BASIS OF PAYMENT
Full time, part time and casual employees are
paid an hourly rate for time worked, a price
per item or activity (piece work) or a
commission; as their employer you are
required pay the super contribution and
withhold the payroll tax. While a contractor
will receive payment based on the quote they
provided. “Businesses may be required to pay
super for their contractors. If you pay an
individual contractor under a contract that is
wholly or principally for the person’s labour,
you have to pay super contributions for them.”

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
A business will generally supply the
employee with the materials, tools and
equipment required to complete their job;
where the worker supplies the tools and
equipment required the employer will
provide an allowance or reimburse the
employee for the cost of the tools and
equipment. Contractors as businesses in
their own right would normally be expected
to supply all or most of the tools and
equipment necessary to fulfil the task they
have been contracted to undertake.

CONTROL OVER THE WORK
When a business directs the way in which
the worker does their work, the worker is
deemed to be an employee. Contractors
engaged to perform specific tasks are able
to exercise their judgment regarding the
manner and methods used to achieve the

end result specified under the terms of the
contract. This includes having the freedom
to delegate the work to an employee or
another business.

INDEPENDENCE
Employees work within and are considered
part of a business; they are directed by the
business’s standard operating systems to
achieve predetermined goals. On the other
hand the contractor operating his own
business is free to perform the services as
specified in his contract agreement
autonomously free from the control of his
client and to accept or refuse additional
work as they see fit.

COMMERCIAL RISK
Since employees have no decision-making
power they are protected from the burden of
commercial risk as the business that
employs them is legally responsible for the
work done by the employee and liable for the
cost of rectifying defective work. However,
contractors – individuals or companies – are
in their own right independent businesses
and assume with every contract they engage
in the potential commercial risk associated
with a particular agreement.

TELLING THE DIFFERENCE
Despite the key factors used to determine a
worker’s employment status, true clarification
rests with the terms and conditions written
in the employment contract. To further
explain this, let’s look at the following
example. A client (principal or head of
contract) awards a contract to a contractor
(architect, consultant, builder or retailer etc.)
for completion of a job or project in
accordance with the terms of the contract.
The architect engages a subcontractor
(builder) to install a timber floor; the builder
engages a retailer who in turn employs a
subcontractor (installer) to install the flooring;
in doing so the retailer adds a clause in his
contract award that prevents the installer
from delegating or further contracting out the
work. Is the installer based on the key criteria
www.timbertradernews.com
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listed as a contractor or employee?
It can be difficult to get your head around
the contractor v employee concept as you
can see it is possible depending on your
place in the chain to be contractor (hirer) and
sub-contractor at the same time or an
employee. It’s best to have a written
contract with subcontractors. It should
include information about each of the parties
including ABNs, a detailed description of the
services to be provided and any critical
timelines. The contract should be written in
language that clarifies the specific nature of
the employment relationship and be signed
and dated by the parties.
It is not uncommon for flooring outlets to
engage subcontractors on an ongoing basis
and for these contractors to roll from one
project to another without a contract or
discussion to detail the specifics of a given
project. In the absence of a written contract,
it is important for both parties to keep
records to “identify what was agreed or
took place: emails, quotes, specifications
and even notes about your discussions”.
“As a hirer, you will need to be aware of
your obligations to the subcontractor.
Depending on the particular circumstances
of your relationship with the subcontractor,
you may have obligations in relation to
superannuation and workers’ compensation.”
Whether you are an architect, project
manager, builder, retail flooring outlet or even
a sub-contractor engaging a workforce,
employed or subcontracted, comes with risks.
Employing an appropriately structured and
qualified business or individual is fundamental
to minimising that risk. The form illustrated
suggests a range of personal and business
information to assist in making that decision.
For more information on contracts and
employment status, visit www.ato.gov.au/
business/employee-or-contractor/ and
industry.gov.au/smallbusiness

Contractor registration
Trading Name
ABN Nos.
Address
Email
Contact Nos.............................................

Telephone Nos.

Emergency Nos........................................
GST Register Y / N
Bank Name
Account name
BSB & Account nos.
Name of Insurance Co
Public Liability Policy Nos.
Expiry Date
Limit of Liability $
Builders Licence Nos.
Work cover Registration Nos. or Accident & Sickness
Insurance
Superannuation
Trade/Certificates/Qualifications:
Name of Employees
Induction date for Project Induction - copy of results required
Commercial Experience Y/N
Commercial Preference Y/N
Copies needed for our file - Yourself & Employees
Photo (passport size)
White Card
Police Clearance
Public Liability Insurance
Work cover Registration Nos. or Accident & Sickness
Insurance
Superannuation
Signed Subcontractor Agreement with Head of contract

Ray and Sharon Brice specialise in mediation training and project management. They have four decades of experience
in the flooring industry. Phone: 0407 591 697 | Email: rayandsharon@timbertradernews.com

specialist in

TASMANIAN OAK
flooring, lining dressed boards & architraves
www.timbertradernews.com

(03) 9588 1922 dysoncurrie.com.au
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Made for the job
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W

hen Robert Dindas of Dindas Australia
was first asked about engineered
wood products back in 1988, he asked one
question that would shape the next 30 years
of Dindas Australia.
“It was the South Australian Timber
Corporation (SATCO),” Dindas recollects.
“They were about to introduce LVL to the
Australian market. They wanted to build
an LVL plant, and they went to
every wholesaler in the country looking
for distributors.
“As I understand it, all the other
wholesalers asked, ‘What’s the price?’
Now I can’t remember what the exact
prices were, but let’s say Oregon was
selling for $500/m3 back then, and SATCO
said, ‘It’s $1000/m3.’
“And every other wholesaler they spoke
with said, ‘We’re not going to take on LVL,
which nobody knows about, at double the
price of Oregon!’
“But when they talked to us, we asked,
‘What are the benefits?’”
The subsequent discussion saw Dindas
Australia enter into an agreement with
SATCO, and has so far led to 30 years of the
company specialising in engineered wood.
LVL met needs Dindas Australia had been
struggling with. It came in long, consistent
lengths, which meant they would be able to
easily supply 6m and 5.4m lengths instead
of the 3m and 3.6m logs they were most
often being supplied. It was designed for
specific purposes, and rated to work in
specific, consistent ways, unlike the green
hardwood or radiata pine timbers that had
made up most of the F&T business in the
second half of last century but were prone
to cracks, deflections and movement.
“We took the product on,” says Dindas,
“and we were the exclusive wholesaler of
engineered wood in the three major states
in Australia for 10 years. Not because we
signed exclusivity contracts, but because
nobody else wanted to do it. It was only
when we started to get some real traction in
the marketplace that things changed.”

OLYMPIC EFFORT
SATCO wound up in the mid-1990s, but
by then Dindas Australia had firmly
established itself as the market leader in
engineered wood. Around that time, the
Olympic Games Village specified Dindas
product, including I-joists and beams. It
was more than a financial gain for the
company, it provided a chance to show all
the other building firms involved the
capacity of the product.
Dindas says, “I think we ended up
supplying something like 960 residences,
with floor systems, and the Olympic Games
Village supply continued for something like
four years. I think we were supplying three
or four houses a day at one point. It was a
lot of timber. After that success, other
wholesalers came into the marketplace as
they saw the benefits of engineered wood.”
In the more than 20 years since that
contract, many more have followed, but
Dindas – rightly – is as proud of his success
at spreading the word on the capacity of
engineered wood and of popularising the
material as he is of his company’s growth.
“Timber is becoming more and more
acceptable in non-housing applications,” he
says. “There are some major projects
underway, including a record-breaking highrise in Brisbane [see 25 King story on page
8]. And we have an Australian producer that
recently commissioned their plant for CLT.
“I think the market’s realising that timber
is not only a viable alternative, it’s a better
alternative to concrete and steel. There are
jobs out there where the people are using
timber not just because it’s environmentally
friendly, not just because it traps carbon, but
because of the weight. When you are
constructing a high-rise building and you
build it with timber, minimal steel and no
concrete, that building is going to weigh a
hell of a lot less than a traditional steel and
concrete building will. That means there are
major savings to be made on excavation and
in installation time. Plus, you do still get all
those other benefits.”
www.timbertradernews.com
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We speak with Robert
Dindas about the growth
and future of engineered
wood in Australia, and how
the Dindas Design Centre is
making life easier for builders
and architects.

AUTOBUILD NEWS

“When you construct
a high-rise building
with timber, minimal
steel and no concrete,
it weighs a hell of
a lot less than a
traditional build.”

DESIGN CENTRE

Above: A willingness to invest in a new product that met building designers’ needs has seen Robert
Dindas lead the way in engineered wood supply and design education in the Australian market.

43-45 Overseas Drive, Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777 Fax: (03) 9701 2677
Phil McCormack:
Nick Arfaras:
Glenn Lawrenson:
Matt Leplaa:

0438 255 118
0438 255 115
0438 255 116
0403 724 184

One of Dindas Australia’s most effective
tools for education and promotion of
engineered timber within the building
industry is the Dindas Design Centre.
Dindas describes the reasons behind it:
“Engineered timber is a very complicated
business in that there is always a range of
possibilities in terms of which products are
used, how they are used, or in which
orientation they are used.
“There are lots of different complications
in engineered wood, and different offerings.
And that’s why a very high percentage of
engineered wood that is sold has to be
specified by somebody as to what it is and
how it is going to be used. This is what the
timber merchants and sometimes frame and
truss – when it comes to engineered wood
– haven’t got the resources to do. So, we’ve
set up the Design Centre.”
While the company had always had
specifiers and provided detailed plans, the
Design Centre takes their customer service
to a new level, for projects large and small.
Dindas says, “What may suit one user may
not be what another user wants in an
engineered solution, so we have to have the
flexibility to offer different solutions. What
we’ve tried to do is get people to tell us
what they want to accomplish. Are they

DISTRIBUTORS OF:

F17/Supa17 KD Hardwood solids up to 5.4m
Supachord KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H2’ KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H3’ KD Hardwood
Supalam17 up to 7.2m

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
www.timbertradernews.com
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really only interested in saving money? Do
they want to have a premium quality
product? And what I mean by that is a floor,
for instance, that has very little deflection.
There are all sorts of possibilities.”
This ability to customise reflects
engineered wood’s central promise: its
ability to be tailored to specific building
requirements. I-joists can contain cut-outs,
beams can come presupplied with holes for
ducts, and the machinery can cut product to
very specific lengths – and the builder will
know that the dimensions ordered are the
dimensions supplied.
To staff the Design Centre, Dindas looked
around the country for the people with the
most experience and best results with
the product. He says, “When we looked
at the people who were available to us, most
of those best equipped to run the centre
were in Brisbane. So we set up there.
“But they work for the whole country and
our people travel around the states, talking
to all interested parties who want to learn
more about engineered wood. It’s been a
very big benefit for us and allowed our
business to further develop our products
and markets.”
The Design Centre’s latest addition is 3D
software, which is the first of its kind in the
Australian market. It will allow customers
and their contractors to use their iPads to
look at their construction in a threedimensional view.
Dindas says, “I know this is going to
assist our customers. And it’s going to be an
even greater benefit to installers. There are
still a lot of people out there who don’t
understand engineered wood, and they’ll be
able to take their iPad and look at the

KEEPING UP STANDARDS

“The 3D software
means people can
take their iPad and
look at the structure
they’re building, from
top, bottom, sides…”
structure that they’re building and turn it
around, turn it upside down, look at it from
the bottom, from the top, from the sides,
and really understand what they’re doing.
“We hope it will avoid issues on building
sites where people who are new to the
product and don’t yet understand
engineered wood are installing it. I’ve
been on sites where I’ve seen beams
put the wrong way around. Beams
have been provided with holes for airconditioning ducts, but installed so that
the holes don’t line up.”
It’s understandable, given that many
builders were never trained on engineered
wood. The new software will make life
easier for all concerned, part of Dindas’s
commitment to top-level service.
While Dindas acknowledges the building
industry pushes at every level on pricing,
he says, “What is most important at every
step of our supply chain is to get products
on time, to get the products right, and to
have all of the correct products. Everything
has to be right. If you do everything right,
you will be a winner. That’s our aim, do it
right, every time.

Unlike sawnwood, there aren’t Australian
Standards for engineered wood. “We have
to provide span tables, which fit into our
software,” says Dindas. “If we buy from
an Australian manufacturer, they take the
responsibility for their accuracy, if we
import a product, then we have to take
on that responsibility if that product
doesn’t perform.”
As with any timber product, strict testing
and rules govern manufacture, including
glues and species used in production, etc.
All are subject to stringent testing
procedures.
As Dindas says, “Engineered wood is
about saying that any specific piece of
timber under the maximum possible load
will deflect a certain amount, whatever that
is. Every product is tested; not just one-off
testing, it’s continual. Manufacturers have to
abide by whatever their documentation says
and the product has to perform in
accordance with that.”
It’s this certainty that allows designers
working with the Dindas Design team to
specify a particular engineered product
and know that when it turns up on site, it
will be exactly as specified in every
dimension, from size, to load bearing to
custom features.
The level of technology and testing in the
companies Dindas Australia works with
gives security to the purchaser. Engineered
wood manufacture is not a foolproof
procedure. Over the years Dindas has seen
the occasional problem where someone has
made a mistake in the design, or a glue
sprayer or glue spreader has missed certain
areas in a production line, but these sorts of

Our new Strut Roller not
only delivers high-volume
output, but also significantly
reduces the effort required
to handle materials.

www.multinailmachinery.com
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Above: Part of Dindas Australia’s Queensland timber yard and staff. In addition to LVL, the company wholesales a range of other products, including glulam
beams, structural timbers, flooring, structural bracing panels and outdoor structural timber.

things are quickly spotted and the flawed
product removed in reputable supply chains.
“We’re very strict in our company with
our suppliers and we do not get issues with
products not performing to specifications,”
he says.
In the vast majority of cases, engineered
wood is more likely to be overspecified, he
says: “If something’s designed to deflect
6mm in a certain application, in actuality, it
may deflect less.”
But while he has full confidence in his

suppliers, he has concerns about imported
timber coming from other supply sources
that not only isn’t performing to
specification, but in some cases has failed
outright. “I’ve seen some imported product,”
Dindas says, “that is just not acceptable.
There was one case in particular from an
Asian country, back several years ago now,
and they even stamped it with the name of
an Australian producer. It did not perform.
“There are still a lot of people out there
who don’t know what LVL is, and if we fail

to make sure that product meets regulations
and specifications, it will taint the product. It
won’t be enough to destroy reputable
wholesalers like us, but it will make things
much harder for new operators. We need
regulation of one sort or another.”

WORKS A TREAT
In addition to their work as a wholesaler and
the Design Centre, Dindas also offers
treatment for engineered timbers.
Opening in 1991, the facility can treat

Detailers, step up to the
productivity that a true
multi-user environment can
bring to your business

manager
For more information contact Multinail Australia
enquiry@multinail.com
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Above: Panels and beams in Dindas Australia’s Queensland headquarters, east of Brisbane.

up to 13.2m lengths to H1, H2 and H3 levels
and its 15m tank was the biggest in
Australia when it was built.
“We were one of the first treatment
plants to offer a solvent-based carrier,”
Dindas says. “Engineered wood is all about
having consistency in size: if you sell
a piece of timber that is 300mm it has to
be 300mm. If something’s treated with
a water-based carrier, you swell the timber.
With a solvent-based carrier, we suck most
of the carrier back out of the product at the
final stage of treatment and when the
timber comes out of the tank it is identical
in size to what went in.
“That’s what our industry needs. If you’re
laying a floor on top of engineered timber
joists, you need those joists all to be the
same size.”
Here Dindas pauses, and utters the quiet
complaint familiar to anyone who has
worked with treated timber. “There are still
issues in how people handle products and
protect products, and that’s a concern to
me,” he says.
Products aren’t coated properly, especially
when cut, and some are installed in locations
they are not designed for. “People see that
it’s treated and say ‘Well, it’s perfect.’ But it’s
only perfect if it’s installed and protected in
38 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JULY 2018

the way that is specified,” Dindas says.
“Then it will perform as it should and last
the time it’s supposed to last.”
While the solvent-based treatment is still
working well, Dindas is looking for newer
alternatives that will deliver as good a final
product with easier clean disposal. “We
haven’t found anything yet, but we’re
looking,” he says.
Industry innovation is progressing more
quickly. “We have new technologies in
engineered wood. Traditionally, engineered
wood was made 1.2m wide and there is
now new machinery technology where
they’re making it wider and thicker. Plus,
there are different species now available.
“It’s actually taking a very complicated
product and going to make it even more
complicated, but that’s the way of the world.”
While Dindas has an encyclopaedic
understanding of the industry, his overview
of where timber treatment stands in
Australia isn’t retrospective. Rather, it’s
focused on the future.
“I don’t know anyone in Australia who’s
been in engineered wood as long as I have,”
he says. “I’ve been doing it since 1988, so
that’s 30 years. But there are a lot of very
smart people out in the marketplace now:
producers and other wholesalers who are

very good operators, and I give them all credit
for what they’ve done and achieved, too.
“The benefits have come to all of us as
it’s a growing market, and we all have a
piece of a pie that is considerably bigger
than what it was 20 years ago.”
Until recently, Australia was the secondlargest market for engineered wood in the
world, behind the US, but has now been
pushed to third by Europe. “But that’s the
whole of Europe,” Dindas emphasises.
“We took on engineered wood in a big
way in Australia before the European
countries did, and I guess that part of that
credit should go to the company that was
the first to wholesale it here,” he adds,
with a grin.
He’s excited about the increased demand
for LVL and other engineered products in
Australia and sees the offering continuing to
mature in the face of a developing market.
“Nature gives us magnificent timbers and
this process takes timber and it makes it
better. That’s what engineered wood is
about. There’s no such thing as a perfect
building product, but gee, LVL is not far off.
I’m looking forward to my next 40 years in
the business.”
For more on Dindas products and
services, visit www.dindas.com.au
www.timbertradernews.com
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By David Schroder Machinery Manager – MiTek Australia

Room to move
T

he acquisition of truss plant machinery is
an important decision and its operational
safety in the workplace is a major
consideration.
All machine suppliers are required to
provide a risk and hazard analysis with a
machine. This document should identify any
potential hazard/s and demonstrate either
an engineered protective measure or a
suitable procedure to prevent the hazard
from causing injury. So is this enough?
Often the answer can be no. On visiting
some truss plants recently, I have seen
quite a few examples where machines have
been installed and new hazards have been
created through nothing more than the
position in which they have been placed.
How does that happen? Well most of the
time the problem is suitable access to and
around the machine. The Australian Standard
for machine safety AS4024.1803:2014
dictates rules around how much room is
required for a machine to operate safely –
including the allowance for space for the
human body. In this article we’ll concentrate
on the rule regarding space allowance for a
whole body, as this is the hazard I see the
most often.
Machines in truss plants often have
large moving components. These
components can cause trapping or
crushing points between the
machine and anything
stationary it passes by.
Sometimes machines are
located in such a way
that they may miss a
particular fixed object
in the factory but
missing the
object isn’t
enough. I don’t
know about
you but I’m

not paper thin. The human body requires
space, and when we place machinery near a
post or a wall where there isn’t enough
space for a human to fit through then that
becomes a point where a person can be hurt.
The Australian Standard recognises this
situation and specifies the minimum
distance required. For most situations this
is set at a distance of 500mm. That is, there
needs to be a gap of at least 500mm
between any moving part of the machine
and any fixed object at any point along its
range of travel.
The most common examples of this
hazard I see are on presses. I have seen
many an A-Frame type press or a table
press where the moving component passes
right past a factory wall or column,
sometimes with just millimetres to spare.
So how is this a hazard? These machines are
often driven by one of multiple operators
working on or near a jig/table and more
often than not the operator is focused on
the plates to be pressed and not who is
standing in or around the machine they are
controlling. It only takes a moment where
one of the other staff members stands
between the moving machine and the
fixed object and the operator can
drive the machine right into them.
Given the size and weight of
these machines, a serious or
even fatal injury can occur.
Unfortunately, it doesn’t
matter that the supplied
machine was deemed
safe by the supplier
and had all the
appropriate design
considerations
and correct
paperwork. If
it is placed
incorrectly in

The human body
requires space, and
when we place
machinery near a
post or a wall where
there isn’t enough
space for a human to
fit, that becomes a
point where a person
can be hurt.

your factory, you will still have a problem.
Quite often a machine supplier will provide
a set of recommendations about how much
room is required for a particular machine.
These recommendations should always be
taken into consideration during installation.
However, no matter the reason or context
for the placement of the machine, if the
situation in which the machine is installed
creates a new hazard, then that becomes
the responsibility of the truss plant.
If you have machinery in your plant where
this kind of issue may be present, speak
to your plate supplier for advice or,
alternatively, engage a specialist safety
advisor and ensure the plant is as safe as it
can be. Give your machine the room it
needs to move.
For more on safety, visit www.mitek.com.
au/Publications/GN-Guidelines/
Occupational-Health-and-Safety/

Visit mitek.com.au for all guidelines
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Going up
The frame and truss sector has a new Mid-Rise Market
Implementation Group.
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s broader interest from developers,
builders and design professionals
in mid-rise timber building construction
continues to grow, the frame and truss
sector continues its activities to ‘build
capacity to supply’ into this new market
opportunity.
Central to assisting this process is the
Frame & Truss Sector Mid-Rise Market
Implementation Group, or the MIG as it is
more simply known. This initiative is funded
by FTMA, EWPPA, ATIF, Pryda, MiTek and
Multinail, with matching commonwealth
government funds through an industryfunded FWPA project. The MIG also includes
17 very enthusiastic and innovative frame
and truss manufacturers nationally, who are
keen to further their activities in the mid-rise
timber-framed construction area.
The overall project is being managed
by Wood Products Victoria (WPV), and
program manager Dr Alastair Woodard
recently presented on the program’s
activities to a very interested audience at
the Timber Queensland conference in April;

discussing the new mid-rise market
opportunity for lightweight construction, the
system approaches to be provided by the
F&T sector and overviewing the activities of
the MIG project in assisting to build F&T
sector capacity.
The Mid-Rise F&T MIG meets every two
months in Melbourne, formally coming
together to collectively discuss potential
mid-rise projects, as well as current market
and product/application technical related
matters. Recent discussions have included:
optimised floor cassette and prefabricated
wall approaches, acoustic and fire solutions
to suit off-site prefabricated construction,
anticipated future timber supply, and
approaches to engineering calculation of
mid-rise buildings: wall width impacts,
vertical movement, seismic design, crushing
of wall plates, bracing panel capacities, and
building tie-downs and connection, amongst
other topics.
Among its varied activities, the MIG is
currently working on a simplified mid-rise
wall quoting tool for timber buildings above

For a full list of the conditions of
membership and a downloadable
application form visit:

www.ftmanews.com
For more information contact
Kersten Gentle:

0418 226 242
BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Above: Oxford Apartments at Williams Landing, Melbourne, shows the versatility of timber in mid-rise
buildings. Architect: DKO; Builder: Figurehead; F&T Supplier: Timbertruss.
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Above: Dr Alastair Woodard presenting at the
Timber Queensland conference in April.

three storeys to assist involved F&T
manufacturers in providing initial quotes for
potential future projects. It has also been
discussing the future training priorities
needed for mid-rise timber buildings right
along the design-construction chain and
determining what courses currently exist
and what courses might need to be
developed to serve this future market.
The Mid-Rise MIG project has been
progressing beyond expectation, allowing

participating companies to closely
collaborate in finding practical, workable and
economic solutions to meeting this market’s
needs, whilst at the same time building the
confidence to deliver.
The FTMA Board is particularly pleased
with the project and its progress and has
recently asked WPV to prepare a brief for an
extension to the program beyond its current
October 2018 end date.
There is still much to be done to assist
the frame and truss sector in reaching its
full operational capacity, but the drive,
vision and collaborative enthusiasm by all
participants is still strong.
If you want to know more about the
Frame & Truss Sector Mid-Rise Market
Implementation Group, or would like to
become involved in its activities, please
contact Kersten via kersten@ftma.com.au

NEW MEMBERS
During May, Nikita and I went on a NSW
Road trip, which I reported on in the last
edition of TTN. As a result, we welcomed
the following new members:
• GEM Frame & Truss, Penrith
• Tradesmart NSW, Young

The Mid-Rise MIG
project is progressing
beyond expectation.
•
•
•
•

TrussFrame, Tamworth
HiTek Frame & Truss, Dubbo
One Forty-One Wood Products
Oxley Frame & Truss, Mossvale
It’s pleasing when you visit fabricators and
go through what FTMA Australia does that
they recognise the huge benefits of being
a new member, with one even asking, “why
isn’t everyone a member of FTMA?”
It’s a good question, as we are the only
National Association that exists purely for
the Australian frame and truss industry.
We welcome all the new members and
look forward to working with them into
the future.
If you would like more information on the
benefits of FTMA Australia membership,
please contact me on 0418 226 242 or via
email at kersten@ftma.com.au

For more information contact FTMA on 0418 226 242 or via email at kersten@ftma.com.au

Framequip has an exciting new range of
automated length measuring systems.

Framequip Nog Master with Framequip curved conveyor

Nog Master cuts nog and stud in one cut and
ﬁres two nails at once, speeding production

Framequip’s curved conveyor

Framequip powered conveyor with Framequip
auto pop-up stop system and auto nailer

Framequip unique stud locating
system on Framequip’s Auto nailer

Unique push-pull grabber on
Framequip’s Nog Master

FRAMEQUIP’S UNIQUE PUSH-PULL GRAB SYSTEM
View the youtube links below:
Nogg master - https://youtu.be/vU1PkXUBQGo
Nogg nailer - https://youtu.be/rDdzhch1FI0
Auto nailer - https://youtu.be/tLZptX1PBYU
www.timbertradernews.com

For more information, contact Rob Amour
0423 732 275

rob@framequip.com.au
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with Paul Davis

Lost in the detail
Too many engineers are passing the buck in a bid to lower their costs.

S

o, Dear Readers, you may have known
me over these last 20 years of writing
this column as a mild-mannered engineer.
But I’m cranky.
I may look a bit like Mr Bean but this time
I’m not joking. I’m taking off the gloves and
throwing a few verbal punches.
But not at you. For you.
And the opponent? It’s me, or least
people like me – structural engineers.
I started engineering 30 years ago in
a venerable consulting company – the
second oldest in the state. And when we
did a job, we did it properly. Every bolt,
every reinforcement bar, tie down, bracing,
whatever… was detailed and crossreferenced to its location on a plan.
The result was that structures went
together really well and most of the
construction challenges were ironed out
in the design phase.
Call me old-fashioned, but I have taken
that philosophy throughout my engineering
practice and it has served me well. Touch
wood, I’ve never had a failure.
But over time, there has been an evolution
in engineering practice. Under competitive
pressures, engineers have reduced their
charges simply by doing less work.
The opportunity for us engineers to do
this has evolved from the fragmentation of
the design process. Whereas once the
structural consultant did the whole job, now
the builder and subcontractors are
shouldering some of the design burden.
That’s people like you!
We engineers have taken liberties with
this approach and palmed off large swathes
of the design. Sometimes this is design
work that simply should not or cannot be
properly completed by a subcontractor or
builder. Worse still, engineers are not even
coordinating all the different aspects of the

designs that go together to form the
completed structure.
As a result, stupidities arise. Like
plasterers designing and building facade
systems for hospitals. Or truss and frame
fabricators sitting roofs onto totally unstable
steel structures. I have had to rescue
builders from both of these problems in
the past 12 months.
Another example: I’ve just finished the
design of a complex house that took me
30 A3 engineering drawings to document.
The builder came to me when he started
work and found that the five drawings
they had from another engineer were
simply unbuildable.
This is because industry is trying to keep
down engineers’ prices. And engineers are
rolling over and saying yes. The meat in the
sandwich is people like you. And the builder,
client and public pay through either the cost
of fixing the stuff-ups or else through the
hidden cost of unsafe buildings.
It’s a little out of our field but the current
brouhaha about flammable cladding on high
rise apartments is a result of the
fragmentation of the design process. When
the question was asked who authorised the
construction, the developers, architects,
engineers, fire consultants, product
suppliers, inspectors and certifiers all said,
“the other guy”. In fact, nobody did.

WHEN ARE YOU COVERED?
The standard documentation from an
engineer to deflect responsibility/work away
from him is something like “structure to be
designed in accordance with truss and
frame manufacturers details”. Or “structure
to be designed in accordance with light
timber framing code”.
If the structure falls squarely within the
scope of AS1684 and/or the scope of your

software then by all means go for gold. But
here are some situations where building
may not fall within, or is not properly
covered by, AS1684 or your software. In
which case, you may want to flick pass the
responsibility for the design back to the
project engineer:
• Structures over 8.5m high when the wind
load has not been determined by an
engineer using AS1170.1.
• Anything with a post-disaster function
C
C
such as hospital, police station,
C
telecommunication facility when theM wind M
load has not been determinedM by an Y
Y
engineer using AS1170.1.
Y
CM
CM
• The building width including roofed
CM
MY
MY
verandahs, excluding eaves, exceeds
MY
16.0m.
CY
CY
• Structures over two storeys. CY
CMY
CMY
• Structures with roof pitches over 35
CMY
K
K
degrees.
K
• Connections to brickwork, steelwork
or
concrete.
• Structures where the spacing between
bracing walls is anything more than nine
metres (and possibly less in higher wind
situations).
• Anything with a suspended ceiling or clip
fixed ceiling.
At this point, I must reveal an ulterior
motive. I don’t want to have to lower my
standards to win jobs – I’d rather do the
level of engineering that the structure
demands. And I’m over missing out on
quotes as a result because I am quoting to
provide a better product.
I know from my perspective this is
‘recreational whingeing’. But for you, when
you get lumped with the responsibility to do
a design that the project engineer really
should have done, I reckon you should be
more militant. Get the engineer to pull their
finger out and do their job properly!

B

Ex

Paul Davis is an independent structural engineer managing his own consulting firm Project X Solutions Pty Ltd. The
views in this column are Paul’s and do not reflect the opinions of TimberTrader News.
Phone: 02 4576 1555 | Email: pauldavis@timbertradernews.com
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The WHOLE

HOUSE
and nothing but the HOUSE

THE ONLY TRUE 3D WHOLE HOUSE SOFTWARE
Some say their program delivers whole-house solutions – but the truth is: there’s only one true 3D whole-house software…
MiTek SAPPHIRE™. MiTek SAPPHIRE™ is a genuine whole-house suite that has, at its core, a complete digital model,
enabling the design of the entire house as a single entity. Data integrates and overlaps in real time and even the most
complex changes can be introduced to a structure and flow through to every component in the building. The user
‘lives in one space’ creating the entire model in one environment without the need to jump from trusses to frames to
floors… leading to unsurpassed input and design efficiencies…and a better user experience. MiTek SAPPHIRE™ helps run all

MGB0713

aspects of your business from enquiry to delivery.
For more information about the MiTek SAPPHIRE™ whole-house advantage,
call your local state office or visit: mitek.com.au
HOME OF GANG-NAIL BUILDING SYSTEMS
VIC (03) 8795 8888

NSW (02) 8525 8000

QLD (07) 3861 2100

SA (08) 8234 1326

WA (08) 9412 3534

mitek.com.au

